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Museums – where people and heritage 
meet

Part 1.  What do our visitors bring to the 
museum?
Morris Hargreaves McInytre – Cultural Segmentation

Part 2. What can our museums give to our 
visitors?
Prof. Sam Ham – cognitive psychology and interpretive 
theming 



Three questions for this workshop

• Why do people come to my museum?

• What do I want people to remember about my 
museum?

• How could my museum improve its interpretation?



Some foundations

Interpretation is:
• about making the significance of 

heritage relevant to people
• for leisure visitors
• informal
• experiential 
• planned
• dynamic



The 4 Ps of Interpretive Planning



What do our visitors bring to the museum?





DISCUSS:

Why do people visit your museum(s)?

List as many reasons as you can.

NOTES: There are no ‘good’ or ‘bad’ answers, be 
realistic and honest. 
The reasons for visiting will probably be different for 
different museums





Socially motivated visitors 









Do visitors enjoy engaging with staff?







THINK ABOUT:

What do you think your museum does well 
for socially motivated visitors?

How could you measure how well you are 
providing for socially motivated visitors?



Explorer Families













THINK ABOUT:

What do you think your museum does well 
for Explorer Families?

How could you measure how well you are 
providing for Explorer Families?



Intellectually motivated visitors









THINK ABOUT:

What do you think your museum does well 
for intellectually motivated visitors?

How could you measure how well you are 
providing for intellectually motivated 
visitors?



Sensually motivated visitors







THINK ABOUT:

What do you think your museum does well 
for sensually motivated visitors?

How could you measure how well you are 
providing for sensually motivated visitors?



DISCUSS:

Which groups of visitors are most important at 
your museum?
• Socially motivated visitors?
• Explorer Families?
• Intellectually motivated visitors? 
• Sensually motivated visitors?
• Others?



CONSIDER:
Have you experienced, or would you predict, 
conflicts between any of these groups?

• Socially motivated visitors
• Explorer Families
• Intellectually motivated visitors
• Sensually motivated visitors
• Others







• ‘Relevance’ depends on people’s experience 
and interests.

• Visitors will have different motivations for 
visiting museums.

• Interpretation needs to be planned for these 
differences.

• Visitors should be offered a choice of 
activities.

Summary



What can our museums give to our visitors?



GENERIC 
LEARNING 
OUTCOMES



Imagine you are going to a faraway place where 
everything is different. You can take one object that 
will help you show people something important to 
you about your life here.

What will you take?

What will you say when you show it to people?

EXERCISE: TALKING ABOUT OBJECTS





Your interpretive theme is the big idea 
about your heritage resource that you 
want your visitors to think and talk about.

It should engage interest and provoke 
thought about the importance of your site, 
object or collection or intangible heritage.



Your interpretive theme defines what you 
want people to:
• encounter
• think about
• talk about
• share on social media.



Your theme needs to be …
• Relevant – so people find it interesting

• Meaningful – about the significance of your 
heritage

• Simple – so people can understand it 

• Interesting – so it makes them think 













Not a subject – a theme
The modern lighthouse. NO

This is a working lighthouse with a 
vital international function in the 
modern world.



Not a subject – a theme
History of the lighthouse. NO

For most of its time this lighthouse 
was manually operated and 
depended on dedicated and skilled 
keepers who lived and worked here.



• Themes are vital for communicating with 
leisure visitors.

• Good themes attract visitors’ interest and focus 
their attention.

• Good themes help people organise new 
information, making it more memorable.

Good themes make better visits















• Good themes provoke people to think and 
talk about your subject.

• This ‘effortful thinking’ means that people will 
remember more.

Themes make visits memorable























• Thematic planning is vital for effective 
communication.

• Using themes encourages ‘effortful thinking’ 
that means that people remember.

• Themes help the interpreter and the visitor 
focus on the main point.

Summary
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The most important thing for me 
to remember from today is …




